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ranks with other epicentres such as parts of Germany, Switzerland, Austria,

Scotland, Hungary and British colonies in North America.

What prompted the witch hunts in Scandinavia at precisely that t
ime?

Possible reasons are manifold. It has been noted that the emergen
ce of

witch hunts in Northern Europe coincided with the deepening of t
he

so-called “little ice age”, a climate anomaly that kept temperatures

cooler than usual in Europe during the 17
th century. As inexplicably

Here is a well-known German illustration
from year 1670 depicting the Mora
witchcraft trials in Sweden. The
provocative and exaggerated poster may
have sparked even more witch hysteria.
Along with scary creatures the illustration
has witches being burnt alive, that was
common in Germany, but in Sweden, at
this time, the tradition was to behead the
witches before burning.
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cold weather caused crop failures and other difficulties for agraria
n

societies, it might have become persuasive to find scapegoats to answ
er for

the hardships. Furthermore, religious intolerance was generally on t
he rise

in Europe after the reformation and counter-reformation of the 16th

century, which might have contributed to local populacesʼ thirst for

persecuting anything that might be in conflict with “the true faith”.

As mentioned previously, most witchcraft cases were outlandish, absu
rd and

sometimes outright grotesque. One alleged witch was accused of causi
ng

painful wounds to his neighboursʼ children by cursing them, one had

reputedly summoned a small magical creature, called a bjära, to help her

churn butter. Ingredients for creating a bjära were thought to be, among

others, a communion wafer, lengths of yarn, a piece of broom and rema
ins of

an old whip. Testimonies about travelling to Blåkulla, often given by child

witnesses, provided nightmarish scenes of witches taking children wi
th them

to swear allegiance to the devil. The swearing-in was accompanied by
a

grotesque party, during which the children witnessed disturbing sce
nes of

violence and sexual acts between the witches and the devil. The trip
to

Blåkulla was often made with a flying pig or a cow upside-down, anointed

with a special cream to make them airworthy. This cream was allegedl
y made

by the witches by boiling babies in a cauldron.

Despite sounding positively fantastical, many contemporaries of cou
rse

believed that all these stories had truly taken place. Though possib
le

reasons are many, we cannot know for sure why they believed. Possibl
y it has

to do with the same mechanic that was and is at work with religious se
cts;
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The Steilneset memorial has a burning chair that

commemorates the victims of the Finnmark witch-hunt

and witchcraft trials between 1600 and 1692. Total of

91 people, including 77 women and 14 men, were

executed in the region that only had around 3000

inhibatants. Finnmark accounted for one third of all

death sentences for witchcraft in Norway even though it

had only 1 % of the population.
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that people tend to believe in things that others in their community also

believe in. Furthermore, humans do possess a capability of reacting quite

starkly and even irrationally when their children are thought to be under

threat. This could explain why the alleged Blåkulla-trips with kidnapped
children caused so much distress in rural villages.

Still, it must be remembered that many contemporaries were also openly

sceptical of the whole affair; and scepticism steadily grew as more and more

witches were tried, found guilty and executed. In most parts of Scandinavia,

daily life kept running its usual pace, witch-hunts perhaps making an

appearance as a faint rumour from a neighbouring county.


